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The Solution Coupling Tactical and Strategic Requirements

The initial workflow uses 36TB MatrixStore 
nodes providing 120TB of nearline storage.  

Access to the vaults is via DropSpot, MXFS 
and InterConnect, the archive plugin 
for Avid Interplay environments. This 
infrastructure is easily and rapidly scalable 
by adding more or MatrixStore nodes as and 
when the requirement arises. 

Workflow Elements

Global organizations are coming to terms with the implications of file based workflows and ever increasing file sizes brought about by a surge to HD, 
UHD and 3D formats. ProSiebenSat.1 Produktion saw these challenges emerging and identified them within their own production environments as the 
following: 

•	 Capacity on the existing Avid storage is at a premium. The ISIS platform was designed for
 guaranteeing streams of access to the content and not as a mid to long term place to park projects
•	 Little or no space on the Avid ISIS to accommodate new projects
•	 Any new solution needed to be integrated with the existing Avid Interplay environment
•	 Moving content to LTO or other basic disk platforms was labour intensive and error prone
•	 The storage platform needed to automate the protection of the content and guarantee its availability
•	 The storage would, at some point, be required for other departments and workflows within 
 ProSiebenSat.1 Produktion, each requiring distinct storage silos
•	 The integration with Avid Interplay needed to meet specific requirements so not to hinder 
 current working practice

Tackling the Challenges of File Based Workflows

“MatrixStore provides 
ProSiebenSat.1 Produktion a secure 

storage platform on which to park 
our ongoing projects within the Avid 
environment.  Their integration with 

Avid’s Interplay means users can 
easily archive and restore their media 

content without the need to learn a 
new application”

Peter Ehlert, Solution Architect
ProSiebenSat.1 Produktion

After considering many different options ranging from adding more ISIS chassis to a big bucket of raw disk, the MatrixStore from Object Matrix was 
selected as the most optimum solution. MatrixStore acts as a resilient nearline repository, complementing the ISIS shared storage and providing 
guaranteed access to clips as and when required. Out of the box MatrixStore provides:

•	 Full integration with Avid Interplay through the InterConnect plugin from Object Matrix
•	 Centralised Vaults provides the ability to support multiple workflows with their own security 
 and data management rules 
•	 A scalable solution that requires little or no management
•	 Ability to keep legacy content available online and instantly browsable from Avid client machines
•	 Capability to add and search on Metadata
•	 High availability of data and automatic failover in the case of a hardware failure 
•	 Ability to add in future storage technologies as and when they become available
•	 Security against accidental or malicious deletion

Object Matrix provided ’InterConnect’, the archive application that enables content to be moved to and 
from the ISIS storage whilst keeping the Interplay database in sync.

“MatrixStore is a proven product that 
fullfills the tactical short term needs 
of ProSiebenSat.1 Produktion today. 

But its flexibility allows the system to 
grow and evolve as ProSiebenSat.1 

Produktion ’s workflows evolve.  
This means the investment in the 

MatrixStore storage system allows 
them to use it for other workflows”

Michael Stein, MD, dve | [x]
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